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The Gulbenkian

Cinema 
listings

THE PASS (15)
Fri 3 Feb 2017

LA LA LAND (12A)
Fri 3 Feb - Thu 9 Feb 2017

THE EAGLE HUNTRESS (U)
Sat 4 Feb 2017

MOANA (PG)
Sun 5 Feb 2017

MANCHESTER BY THE SEA 
(15)
Fri 10 Feb - Wed 15 Feb 2017

SILENCE (15)
Fri 10 Feb - Sun 12 Feb 2017

FINDING DORY (U)
Sun 12 Feb 2017

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (U)
Sun 19 Feb 2017

JACKIE (15)
Fri 17 Feb - Tue 21 Feb 2017

THE BIRTH OF A NATION (15)
Sat 18 Feb - Thu 23 Feb 2017

SPLIT 15)
Fri 24 Feb - Sat 25 Feb 2017

CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG 
(U)
Sun 26 Feb 2017

DENIAL (12A)
Fri 24 Feb - Thu 2 Mar 2017

BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM 
FESTIVAL WORLD TOUR 
(12A)
Wed 29 Mar 2017

Full - £8.50
GulbCard Member - £6.50
Senior - £7.50
Registered Disabled - £7.50
Student - £5.30
Student GulbCard Member - £4.30
Unemployed - £7.50

Prices

Warm Up Those 
It is fair to say that I definitely made 

the silly mistake of assuming that after 
the Christmas Break, the weather would 
only get warmer. But alas, here I am 
with frost-bitten fingers and an icicle 
on the end of my nose. What I need is 
some serious warming up! Luckily, the 
Gulbenkian has an array of comedians 
coming up over the next month that are 
sure to warm 
those funny 
bones.

Lucy Porter 
will cover 
some or all of 
the following: 
censorship, 
generational 
conflict, 
theological 
ethics, home-
brewing, 
quizzing, Britpop of the 1990s, falconry 
and Gary Wilmot in her brand new 
show Consequences on Sun 5 Feb 2017. 
Currently on tour, she enjoyed success 
at the Edinburgh Festival in 2016 and 
will be finishing the tour with a run 
of her show at the Soho Theatre in 

London. With 
her bouncy 
and feel-good 
comedy, she 
has been a hit 
with audiences 
internationally.

Stuart 
Goldsmith will 
be presenting 
a new hour 

of funny, not 
entirely about 
becoming a 
parent in the Gulbenkian Café on Fri 
10 Feb 2017 in his show Compared 
To What. Fresh from appearances 
on ‘Russell Howard’s Stand Up 
Central’ (Comedy Central), Stuart is 
internationally recognised for original, 
striking stand-up comedy. Described as 
“A supremely talented stand-up, with a 
wonderfully funny view of the world and 
an effortless charm” – Time Out, he’ll be 
sure to make you chuckle.

Multi award winner Mark Thomas 
returns to where he first started 
to perform, a red wooden shed in 
Wakefield, the labour club, to celebrate 
its 50th birthday. Part theatre, stand 
up, journalism, activism it’s the story of 
the battle for hope and the survival of 
a community in a small wooden shed. 
Having performed comedy for 30 years 
and even having been a Guinness World 
Record holder for holding 20 protests in 
24 hours, this show is a formation of his 
political activism and his skill at being 
“bloody funny” – Three Weeks. Red 
Shed is the third part in a trilogy that 
started with the multi award winning 
shows Bravo Figaro and Cuckooed, and 
will be performed on Fri 17 Feb 2017. 

Finally on this list is David O’Doherty! 
The Aldi Bublé, the Ryanair Enya – is 
delighted to present a brand new show 
of talking and songs played on a crappy 
keyboard from 1986. This year David’s 
comedy has been nominated for the 
best show awards at the Adelaide Fringe 
and Melbourne International Comedy 

Festival and he spent the summer on 
tour around America with Flight of 
the Conchords. He’s previously hosted 
Nevermind the Buzzcocks and can be 
seen and heard on Channel 4’s 8 Out 
of 10 Cats Does Countdown and The 
Unbelievable Truth for BBC Radio 
4. His show Big Time will be in the 
Gulbenkian Weds 1 Mar 2017.

Other comedians coming up in March 
include Richard Herring, Josh Howie, 
Chris Ramsey and Larry Dean so keep 
your eyes peeled. There’s definitely 
a comedian for everyone! For more 
information and tickets please visit 
www.thegulbenkian.co.uk or call 01227 
769075.

ROH and NT at The Gulbenkian
ROH: WOOLF WORKS
Wed 8 Feb 2017 / Student £13

The pioneering literary work of Virginia 
Woolf is the inspiration for multi-
award-winning choreographer Wayne 
McGregor’s brilliant triptych for The 
Royal Ballet. McGregor has long been at 
the cutting edge of ballet, working with 
collaborators from across the artistic 
world, and in this critically acclaimed 
work he combines themes from three of 
Woolf’s landmark novels; Mrs Dalloway, 
Orlando and The Waves.

NT LIVE: SAINT JOAN (12A)
Thu 16 Feb 2017 / Student £14

emma Arterton is Joan of Arc, broadcast 
live from the Donmar Warehouse. 
Bernard Shaw’s classic play follows the 
life and trial of a young country girl 
who declares a bloody mission to drive 
the English from France. As one of the 

first Protestants and nationalists, she 
threatens the very fabric of the feudal 
society and the Catholic Church across 
Europe.

ROH: THE SLEEPING BEAUTY 
(LIVE)

Tue 28 Feb - Sun 5 Mar 2017 / 
Student £13
Celebrate 70 years of the Royal Ballet’s 
landmark production and enter an 
enchanted world of princesses, fairy 
godmothers and magical spells. A 
perennial delight and a much-loved 
classic, The Royal Ballet’s The Sleeping 
Beauty combines the best of classical 
ballet, with all its charms and virtuosity, 
splendid music and talented dancers.

NT LIVE: HEDDA GABLER (12A)
Thu 9 Mar 2017 / Student £14

Hedda and Tesman have just returned 
from their honeymoon and the 

relationship is already in trouble. 
Trapped but determined, Hedda tries 
to control those around her, only to see 
her own world unravel. Tony Award-
winning director Ivo van Hove (A 
View from the Bridge at the Young Vic 
Theatre) returns to National Theatre 
Live screens with a modern production 
of Ibsen’s masterpiece.

ROH: MADAMA BUTTERFLY 
(LIVE)

Thu 30 Mar 2017 / Student £13
Puccini’s Madama Butterfly is one of 
the most popular of all operas, with 
ravishing music and a heartbreaking 
story of a loving geisha deserted by a 
callous American husband. Muchloved 
soprano Ermonela Jaho sings the title 
role for the first time at Covent Garden, 
in Moshe Leiser and Patrice Caurier’s 
stunningly beautiful production.

Times

Funny Bones

Photos by the Gulbenkian
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Valentine’s Day: The L Word
By James Marriott
Writer

Jazz is often underestimated 
on its treatment of love: often 

associated with the typical swooning 
love interest in a 30’s film, with dewy 
eyes and wide ringlets, looking up at 
her staunch suited man as he holds her 
in the moonlight as the big band plays 
the sweeping conclusion; it is hard to 
see reality in this picture. It isn’t a lack 
of sentimentality or tenderness that is 
at fault; instead it lacks of irony, chaos, 
humour which are essential in life, and 
therefore love. 

Love should not, and maybe cannot, be 
thought of as not including risk because 
it is constantly under the strains of 
ambiguity. For all the times it has been 
experienced we still cannot form a 
perfect understanding of it, we continue 
to discover greater dimensions to it, and 
greater depths to it. It seems evident 
in our language that we recognize it as 
something separate from us, something 
insecure and inscrutable. It is perhaps 
why we don’t jump into love but fall into 
it.

As an example take the lyrics of the 

jazz standard Lets Fall in Love (leaving 
aside the ironically deprecating line 
“why shouldn’t we fall in love?”). It is 
easy to see the elements of both the 
unknown and of risk in reading it. 
“Little we know of it, still we can try 
to make a go of it…let’s close our eyes” 
and “let our hearts discover”. Not really 
knowing what will come next we make 
it up as we go along, we improvise. 
Furthermore, like the nature of a jazz 

standard, these phrases have been 
sung thousands of times, in thousands 
of different ways, and in that way jazz 
shows how love itself is the oldest 
standard. 

The need for those seemingly 
antithetical elements for us to believe 
in a depiction of love, seems to be 
due to it being so bound up with our 
understanding of life, which itself 
requires irony, chaos, and humour. 
Often given as a tautology life is 
seen to be lived for love, and love the 
purpose of life. In Shakespeare’s most 
famous sonnet it is phrased: “so long 
lives this, and this gives life to thee.” 
Ultimately one isn’t left with an easy 
maxim or truism, but instead with 
the contradictions uncomfortable yet 
natural to us. It is this reason why love 
can so easily be a topic of humour from 
Shakespeare to Wodehouse, it is our 
strongest desire yet vaguest notion: 
what is more ridiculous than someone 

wanting something yet not knowing 
what?

While those who attempt to define 
love flounder so prodigiously, as 
possibly I have done just now, one 
quote from the Austrian poet Erich 
Fried might help with any furrowed 
brows. In one of his poems he offered 
various answers to the question of ‘what 
is life?’ allowing different emotions 
to proffer their own answers. Love’s 
answer to this imponderable question 
is framed as a tautology, and is one that 
I wish to apply to love itself, and that is 
“Es ist was es ist” —It is what it is. 

The Play That Goes Wrong!
By Louise Murray
Writer

A t Christmas quite by chance I 
happened to watch the BBC’s 

Peter Pan Goes Wrong, a production by 
the so called Cornley Polytechnic Drama 
Society and guest starring David Suchet 
as the narrator.  At the time of writing 
this, it is even still available on BBC 
IPlayer (I cannot urge you enough to 
watch it!).

If you have ever been involved in or 
watched any sort of amateur dramatic 
production then the disasters that befall 
the Cornley Polytechnic Drama Society 
are very believable. Though perhaps you 
may only get to experience one or two 
of the unfortunate events that happen 
in your lifetime. One disaster follows 
another or even happen concurrently. 
Their comic timing is a masterpiece, 
the props are excellent and the actor’s 
performances draw you into the shared 
joke. You almost feel part of the show 

joining in the collective amusement 
of the audience and occasionally the 
cast! By the end of the show everyone 
was rooting for the character of Max 
(a student), who also played Michael 
(aged 4) and the Crocodile. All these 
parts were performed brilliantly and 
comically by Dave Hearn. All the cast 
were fabulous but Nancy Zamit, who 
also played a plethora of characters 
including Mrs Darling, Liza, Tinkerbell, 
a pirate and Tiger Lilly warrants a 
special mention for her timing and all 
round acting ability. Her speedy switch 
between the aforementioned roles was 
not only hilarious but awe-inspiring! 
Watching this with the family at home, 
the age range of this shared experience 
was from teens to 70-somethings and 
yet the whole production never failed 
to have everyone laughing out loud.  I 
genuinely feared for the health of the 
asthmatics and anyone who had a cough 
in the family such was their glee.  If you 
are suffering from the mid-winter blues 
then I recommend you take the time to 
watch it immediately.

By happy coincidence Mischief 
Theatre, the genius behind the Cornley 
Polytechnic Drama Society, are on tour 
this summer and will be coming to the 
Marlowe Theatre from Mon 31 July to 
Sat 5 August 2017 in ‘The Play that Goes 
Wrong.’ Sure, it is a while away but it is 

definitely something to look forward to!
This best-selling West End Play won 

numerous accolades in 2015 including 
an Olivier Award for ‘Best New 
Comedy’. The society are putting on a 
1920s murder mystery and as the title 
suggests everything that can go wrong 
does. As the accident prone thesps 
battle on against all the odds to reach 
their final curtain call, hilarious results 
ensue! Hailed “a gut-busting hit” by the 
New York Times, Mischief Theatre’s 
sell-out West End comedy has won a 

host of celebrity endorsements from the 
likes of Joanna Lumley, “we laughed 
until the tears ran down our faces, it has 
to be seen” to Ant & Dec, “the funniest 
show we’ve seen! If you can get a ticket, 
go!”

I can’t wait to see it! Tickets 
and times are available online 
at marlowetheatre.com or from the 
Box Office on 01227 787787. For more 
information about the company’s tour, 
visit theplaythatgoeswrong.com/uk-
tour.

Photo by Mischief Theatre

Photo by Helen Murray

“It is perhaps why we 
don’t jump into love but 
fall into it”

Photo by Ugo Cutilli | Flickr

Photo by nghiem vo| Flickr
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Musical Magic! Poetry 
Corner
On a Love
Today myself does say
thy words do softly pray,
on hills of gold
and moors of old,
to gallop far away. 

Outstreched the land
below our feet
does build a wall
and tempt conceit.
From tempered lips
a shackled word
does chaste with haste
your fleeing herd. 

Today myself does say
thy words do coyly lay,
in print and stamp
by faded lamp,
the winter month of May. 

I start to stop
to start again,
my feet do trip
my tongue’s quatrain.
In thoughts my voice
is better stayed
with such balance
no better made. 

Today myself does say,
thy words do harshly flay,
in tone alone
thy sting is shown,
a bee but has one way.

G.T.Finestone

If you would like you poetry 
featured in the paper email us at 
newspaper.culture@inquiremedia.
co.uk

By Bryony Jewell
Newspaper Entertainment Editor

Always one for some musical delight, 
I’ve been obsessed with musicals 

since I could breath. There is something 
about singing, dancing and dazzling 
talent that has always enthralled me and 
the many millions of others who go to 
the theatre each year. Stepping into a 
theatre you can place reality on pause 
for a couple of hours and truly escape 
into another world. Perfect. As with all 
good things you should aim to hit these 
three goals for your musical viewing this 
year: something fun, something obscure 
and something new! 

Matilda
My something fun. Matilda the 

musical took the world by storm back 
in 2010 when it opened in London. 
Now showing in America and Australia 
too, the world surely does love a little 
bookworm: Matilda Wormwood. With 
music and lyrics masterly crafted by Tim 
Minchin it’s not surprising to see why. 
It’s quirky, it’s funny and with its star 
being a small girl no older than 12 its 

enviable. Oh, to have that much talent. 
Jump to ’When I Grow Up’ on the 
soundtrack for nostalgic childhood feels, 
and also a standout choreographed 
scene in the show. 
Showing at the Cambridge Theatre, 

London.
Chess
Although having a few dates in 

Edinburgh later in 2017, this musical 
isn’t often produced. Set at a Chess 
competition (no awards for inventive 
titles here) this show wonderfully 
explores international relations of 
politics and the heart. Some of the best 
theatre songs of our time originate from 
here: ‘I Know Him So Well’, ‘One Night 
in Bangkok’ and ‘Anthem’ to name 
a few. The music was written by the 
brains behind Abba, Benny Andersson 
and Bjorn Ulvaeus, with lyrical help 
from Tim Rice. Check out the 2009 
Chess in Concert DVD for Idina 
Menzel, Josh Groban and a whole lot 
of huge theatre names take on this epic 
production.
Hamilton
Everyone’s talking about Hamilton 

right now. Having just released 
priority tickets, the pressure is now 
on for general release. Based on one 
of America’s founding fathers this 
production incorporates rap and pop 
music with historic fact. Lin-Manuel 
Miranda really is a lyrical genius. 
Producing the biggest new musical 
of our generation not being enough, 
Miranda recently re-recorded the 

whole soundtrack with mainstream 
artists on the Hamilton Mixtape. Jump 
to ‘My Shot’ to be amazed or ‘You’ll 
Be Back’ for a Euro-pop number all 
about England and America’s special 
relationship. And as for the Mixtape, 
Sia and Kelly Clarkson’s tracks are sure 
standouts.
Re-opening The Victoria Palace Theatre 

from Nov. 2017.

Wild Card: The Girls
Gary Barlow’s new venture is based on 

the true story of a group of Yorkshire 
ladies who did something simply, well, 
shockingly extraordinary. You may 
remember the 2003 film based on the 
same event: this is a musical comedy of 
the same thing. With music by Barlow, 
I’m sure it will be an enjoyable trip 
to the West End no matter what the 
content.
Showing Jan 28-22 April 2017, Phoenix 

Theatre, London.

Student Deal for The School of Rock
Sometimes our favourite shows and 

musicals are just outside of our 
student budget. Unfortunately food has 
to come first over theatre. However, a 
student deal is now available for School 
of Rock: The Musical. You can see this 
renowned musical for only a tenner in 
the West End!

Based on the cult film that everyone 
knows and loves, the story now has 
a rocking new score from none other 
than Andrew Lloyd Webber. School of 
Rock follows Dewey Finn, a slacker and 
failed wannabe rock star, as he turns 
a class of straight-A students into a 
mind-blowing, riff-scorching, guitar-
shredding rock band. As they prepare 
for Battle of the Bands, can Dewey make 
them embrace the empowering message 
of rock without their parents and the 
headmistress finding out? Described as 
“A big hearted show. Loud and cheeky, 
a feel-good experience with a hint of 
anarchic wildness” (Evening Standard) 
and “Terrific fun” (Daily Mail), this 

musical is a must see. Not only does it 
feature 14 new songs from Webber, the 
man who brought rock and romance 
to Broadway, but all the original songs 
from the movie.

“But what about the deal?” I hear you 
cry! Well, students get £10 tickets every 
Wednesday evening. The tickets are 
available in person only from 6.30pm 
with valid ID at the New London 
Theatre box office. There is limited 
availability and some performances 
will be excluded but nevertheless, it is 
certainly worth the discount! Students 
must pay in cash only. 

The New London Theatre is located at 
166 Drury Lane, London, WC2B 5PW. 
For more information, call the box office 
on 0844 8110 052.

Musicals to Tune in to This Year

Photo by Matilda The Musical

“See this renowned 
musical for only a tenner 
in the West End”
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By Josie Lilliman
Writer

O ften it goes amiss that there 
is always a free exhibition for 

students right on campus! In Studio 3 of 
Jarman (School of Arts), the exhibition 
currently holds the works of Susie 
Green, Emmet Kierans, Kari Stewart 
and Christian Newby with Ana Martinez 
Fernadez and Drew Liverman. Labelled 
as ‘Soft Formalities’, the exhibition 

considers the place of formalism, 
particularly in relation to the legacy of 
Modern Art. Formalism refers to the 
arrangements of form, colour, line and 
composition in a work of art. It focuses 
more on the art’s visual aspects and to 
an extreme, it suggests that everything 
necessary to understanding a work of 
art is self-contained in what the viewer 
is seeing.

Many of the works in fact present 
direct and indirect references to artists 
such as Marcel Duchamp (a leading 
artist in the Dada movement in the early 
20th Century) and Barbara Hepworth 
(a modern sculptor) for example. While 
their work is not everyone’s cup of tea, 
each piece plays with the contemporary 
complexity of materials, design and 
colour whilst nodding to the Modern 

movement that predeceased them. 
Having visited the exhibition myself, I 

definitely found a couple of favourites. 
My main favourite was Emmet Kierans’ 
My Infinity (2013). The varying sizes 
of coloured paper created a growing 
‘inifinity’ of lines that were very visually 
pleasing to look at in their uniformity. 
What seemed simple in form and design 
fully demonstrated the concept that 
this piece could have the potential to be 
neverending.

Of course, I would nevertheless 
encourage you to visit the exhibition 
yourself and find your own favourites. 
The Gallery is open Monday – Friday 
11am-5pm with free admission and 
disabled access. The exhibition is 
running until the 24th March 2017 so 
you have plenty of time to check it out!

By Eleanor Weaver
Newspaper Culture Editor

I had the opportunity to interview 
the directors for MTS’ production 

of Urinetown: The Musical. Sarah Butt 
and Ben Chamberlain (who directed The 
Puppets last year) shared a wonderful 
chemistry and were able to let me know 
what this bizarre sounding show was all 
about!

With such a strange title, what is 
Urinetown about?

S: Urinetown is set in a dystopian 
future where there is a water shortage 
and the residents have to pay to go to 
the toilet because there is literally no 
water left. It’s run by a big company 
with a very evil man at its head. Riots 
and rebellion breaks out and madness 
follows.

B: There’s a love story that runs 
throughout with the protagonists as 
well and it’s a classic doom romance. 
The guy who is essentially the central 
character leads the revolution and he 
falls in love with the daughter of the 
evil guy. It’s a parody of a musical so it 
parodies a lot of other musicals, a big 
feature of this play.

S: If you’re a fan of musicals, this is 
something you can watch and catch the 
references. It pokes fun at that but also 
references to the world at the moment.

B: Yeah it’s very political. When we 
took this I said “oh this is funny because 
obviously Trump isn’t going to get in” 
and then he did…

S: Yeah we pitched for this show in 
June 2016 so it was before we found 
out. It happened.

B: But hey! It makes our show more 
meaningful, that’s what we’re taking 
from it.

S: The next rehearsal after the election  
and we all just kind of looked at each 

other and thought that this 
really could be the future. 

B: I wore black.
S: Yeah, Ben wore all 

black. And of course, people 
have to pay to go to the 
toilet anyway at stations 
like Kings Cross.

B: We already have to pay 
to pee!

It really is absurd! Of 
course, this is a musical 
so which musical 
number do you think 
will be a favourite with 
the audience or which 
was a favourite for you?

B: So it’s not a very well-known show 
so there isn’t a notorious number like 
the Circle of Life from the Lion King. 
But the most well-known number is 
probably ‘Run, Freedom, Run’ because 
that’s the one that was performed at the 
Tony’s. It’s the most ‘musical theatre 
number’ of the songs so fitting the trope 
it often becomes the favourite. We’ve 
done it to death, we’ve really showcased 
it to people and it’s our big flashy show 
number.

S: I like a section of Act 2 where 
that number is; it’s a set of songs one 
after the other with such high energy, 
dancing; it’s fantastic! It’s got “Snuff 
That Girl” in it which is my favourite. 
Lots of fun and it’s just mad and crazy.

B: Because the songs are parodies, 
you’ll be able to notice different 
musicals too so there is a Les Mis one, 
there’s a mocking of Fiddler on the Roof 
and The Producers to name a few.

S: There’s lots of jazzy music and 
it’s right up my street: making fun of 
musicals and having fun at the same 
time.

And you’re performing at The 
Marlowe Studio! Are you excited/ 

nervous to be performing off 
campus?

S: I’m excited.
B: We’re so lucky to be performing 

at the Marlowe, we actually are. It is a 
huge privilege to be able to work there.

S: And just the thought of it being in 
a professional venue, I can’t believe 
it’s really happening and so soon! It’s a 
fantastic space to use. With a cast of 23 
and a band to fit in it’ll be a challenge 
but it’ll be amazing in the middle of the 
city.

B: And it’s sold really well so far, 
incredibly well and we don’t know why! 

S: Yeah it might be because the show 
is so odd and people are curious to see 
what it is. And we have a large cast with 
people from different societies; T24, 
obviously MTS and even Sport Societies 
like Volleyball.

B: And in the prep for the show, 
we get more time in the space than 
anyone else, we’ll get two runs which is 
incredibly lucky for us. We’re confident 
we’re going to be proud of what comes 
out of this, I’ll cry!

S: We probably will, it’s been hard 
work but it’ll be very very rewarding. 
And it’s personally opened up new 

opportunities for directing for me across 
MTS and T24.

If you could sum up the musical 
in 3 words, what would they be?

S: Well if I can swear then crazy, meta 
sh*t!

B: Oooh that’s good. I’m going to 
go the other way… political, comical 
and deeply-meaningful (said as 
pretentiously as possible!)

Anything else our readers should 
know?

S: Tickets are selling out fast so if 
you’re reading this on the Friday, there 
might be tickets available for tonight! 
But otherwise, definitely try to make our 
Saturday matinee at 3pm.

B: We’ll be warmed up and set 
because the Friday run would have 
gone fantastically! We’ll be ready to go: 
Saturday matinee, get your tickets.

Thank you both!
Urinetown: The Musical is being 

performed Fri 3 Feb and Sat 4 Feb 
2017 at The Marlowe Studio. Showing 
at 8pm both evenings and 3pm 
Saturday matinee, tickets are £10 with 
concessions £8. Tickets available via the 
Marlowe box office on 01227 787787 or 
visit marlowetheatre.com.

MTS Urinetown: The Musical

Soft Formalities in Jarman Studio 3

Photos by Eleanor Weaver


